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This easy-to-use deck of oracle cards is appropriate for beginners as well as those experienced with

divination cards. Fairies are beloved Ã¢â‚¬Å“nature angelsÃ¢â‚¬Â• who, since theyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re so

close to the earth, are brilliant at healing and helping with everyday concerns such as relationships,

health issues, and finances. Each card has a gorgeous painting of fairies and a message or answer

for you. All of the paintings and messages are suitable for children as well as adults. The enclosed

guidebook walks you through the steps for giving an oracle reading for yourself or others, and

outlines the extended meanings behind each card.
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'Doreen Virtue is the undisputed queen of angel scene' The Bookseller 'A West Coast Goddess' -

Saturday Telegraph Magazine

Doreen Virtue, Ph.D. holds two university degrees in Counseling Psychology from Chapman

University in California. A fourth-generation metaphysician and spiritual healer, Doreen has been

seeing and talking to angels since early childhood. Doreen writes a weekly column for

WomanÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s World Magazine (North America), and a monthly column for Spirit & Destiny

Magazine (U.K.). She has appeared on Oprah, The View,



I've been a fan of most Doreen's decks and typically have fairly accurate readings with them and

this deck follows that trend. They are however, made better then some of her previous sets I.E the

Messages from your Angels, and the one containing Mermaids - For me both those decks had a

protective coating that peeled off, tearing away some of the picture, and then later the cards began

to crease...The art work in this deck is a bit more consistent then some of her previous decks

making it more appealing to use.This fairy deck is sturdy and pretty however the gold edging on

mine began to wear off slightly by my second or third reading and now that I've had them for a few

weeks they're completely bare in spots,I also liked her decks better before she started putting little

quotes at the bottom, it left the cards more open to interpretation. I'm on the fence about having a

card for each of the four seasons - if you typically use your oracle decks with spreads and these are

pulled they can sometimes muddle your reading. my only other complaint is I feel the deck has

some redundancies in the cards. such as having Son, Daughter, and Children cards, A New Career

and Business Adventure Cards. Also as a few others reviewers have mentioned...when you first

receive and open the box, they have a chemical smell to them, but I didn't find it so overbearing that

I wasn't able to use the cards immediately, I just left the box open so it could air out when they

weren't in use and the scent faded off quickly.Even though it seems that i have a lot of complaints

about this deck I really enjoy it and don't regret my purchase in the slightest. I would recommend it

to anyone.

First deck of Doreen Virtue cards. They are very beautiful. They stick together when you first get

them so you have to carefully pull them apart.

Very good booklet descriptions to nice images, the only thing i dislike is that the art is by many

different artists and does not have a consistent style. This lack of consistency in the artwork is

distracting.I still enjoy using this for readings. It is has given me very insightful readings.

Very attractive cards, well made, sturdy box to protect the cards, great artwork with nice borders &

guidance on the front of each card. Gentle enough to be used for a young teenager for guidance.

Happy with my purchase!

I like picking a card everyday, or whenever I can sit and relax. When I do, the message is clear and

it is something that really answers.



Was gift for my sister & She really loves these!

Gorgeous cards with beatiful golden edges. They came in a perfect box and with an amazing

companion booklet with expanded descriptions. They are perfection.

I've had this deck of cards for a few years now and this is honestly my favorite deck to use. All of the

cards are beautiful and have messages on them that are easily understandable. The guidebook

explains each card further and gives additional meanings to the cards. If you love fairies and enjoy

reading tarot or oracle cards, this is the best deck (at least in my opinion).I also use Doreen Virtue's

Angel Oracle cards which are another great option. Sometimes I use both decks together and it is

really great to see the same message when using them both.
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